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“Let us love winter, for it is the spring of genius“. That ancient Italian author, play-
wright and poet who wrote this line, more than 1,400 years ago, would be surprised 
to find his words still meaningful.

What is more ingenious than what we are accustomed to see and experience on mi-
croTech? What‘s more intriguing that this incredible, partially frosted planet?

On Stanton IV this word, ingenious, comes from di�erent aspects of the planet.

From it‘s intricate cold natural beauty, of course. But also from the artificial power of 
the manufacturer of a variety of electronics, digital displays, software, and computers, 
including the mobiGlas wearable computer. 

Geniuses at work, there.

Natural cold ones and artificial cold ones.

What‘s better than this, after all?



THESPACECODER
Soldier - Journalist - Explorer
Veteran of UEE Navy Engineering Corps 
turned private sector explorer and journalist.

SpaceCoder served several years in the UEE 
Navy, after receving a honorable discharge he 
took employment with Atlas Defense Indus-
tries as an explorer and engineer eventually 
earning a command rank. 

Taking an interest in journalism SpaceCoder 
has partnered with Imperial Geographic and 
publised award winning articles Shards of War 
and Soldiers of the Empire.



microTech
Discovered in 2851 Stanton IV is the fourth 
planet in the Stanton system. It’s one of the pri-
vately owned worlds in the UEE belonging to 
none other than the microTech corporation. 

The planet has been terraformed which made it 
habitable but due to a terraforming accident it’s 
average temperature sits at blistering -100 de-
grees Celsius. This makes it impossible to be 
outside without proper protective equipment, 
however it makes it perfect for housing and 
cooling microTech’s massive server infrastruc-
ture.

There are of course some parts of the planet 
that are not covered in snow. For example the 
vast forests and tundras. These make a perfect 
place for a weekend retreat or an afternoon 
hike. 

Around the north and south pole of the planet 
you can find a mesmerizing landscape of black 
sand and obsidian rocks created by volcanic ac-

microTech North Pole from orbit



There are of course some parts of the planet 
that are not covered in snow. For example the 
vast forests and tundras. These make a perfect 
place for a weekend retreat or an afternoon 
hike. 

Tundra flower beds



Military excercises in the tundra



Around the north and south pole of the planet 
you can find a mesmerizing landscape of black 
sand and obsidian rocks created by volcanic 
activity during the formation of the planet.

Obsidian fields around the South Pole



Port Tressler
Port Tressler is the orbital gateway to micro-
Tech, perched high in a geostatic orbit over New 
Babbage it serves as a transfer point for people 
and cargo heading on or off world.

It offers everything you might need for your 
ship and for yourself before continuing your 
journey through the Verse.

Port Tressler approach



New Babbage
New Babbage is the one major landing zone on 
microTech and also the home to microTech’s 
headquarters. Over time other smaller compa-
nies have moved to New Babbage which is now 
on the bleeding edge of technology and leading 
the UEE into the future. 

Home to many scientists, developers and engi-
neers the city offers both high quality office 
spaces and labs but also a wide variety of recre-
ational activities to allow its inhabitants and vis-
itors the best work and leisure experience.

Different areas of New Babbage are connected 
by a hi-tech and intricate transit system called 
the Metroloop. High speed and environment 
friendly maglev trains speed through the tubes 
between stations.

New Babbage from orbit



New Babbage approach



Metroloop transit system



New Babbage
Interstellar Spaceport
The spaceport will most likely be your gateway 
into New Babbage. It’s designed to handle large 
volumes of incoming and outgoing cargo traffic 
as well as commercial passenger flights. 

Built into the mountainside the main hall gives a 
beautiful view of the city commercial area and 
the frozen lake between the spaceport and the 
city. 

NBIS flight approach



View from the NBIS terminal



If you feel like taking a Cyclone for a spin the 
spaceport has garages leading out almost to 
the lakeside a perfect place for your sunset 
drives. Garages are open 24/7 so a midnight 
ride around the bay on a Nox is also an option.

A late night drive



Undeground garages at NBIS



View from the NBIS hangars



Aspire Grand seen from the transit rail

Aspire Grand
Possibly the most iconic structure of New Bab-
bage, reaching far above the skyline of the city 
this building houses the Nest Apartments. 

Whether you are staying just a couple of nights 
or are moving to New Babbage for a while, Nest 
offers well...a nest for you at affordable prices 
with a wide selection of room layouts and sizes.



Standard suite at Nest Apartments



Commons
The main public areas of New Babbage are cov-
ered by three massive domes that shield the in-
habitants from harsh elements of microTech.

The Commons are where microTech’s commu-
nal spaces are. Restaurants, gyms, cafes, meet-
ing rooms and indoor parks. The perfect place 
for a walk or perhaps a date.

Central area of the Commons



Plaza
The Plaza is where most corporations in New 
Babbage have their offices and it serves as the 
beating heart of the city’s business. The dome is 
also home to many stores and outlets such as 
Center Mass or Shubin Interstellar.

Plaza main hall



Promenade
The Promenade is where locals and visitors 
alike come to unwind and have fun. The best 
drinks, the loudest music and the wildest dance 
floors. Whether you just want to get drunk or 
you are looking for a high end party, Promenade 
has it all.

Promenade at night



Conclusion
Whether you are an engineer, scientist, inventor 
or explorer, microTech and New Babbage have 
something to offer. Whether it is highly paid job 
openings at the cutting edge of technology or 
stores with top of the line inventory. And be-
sides all that, microTech is full of adventures. 
Ride a Dragonfly over a frozen ocean or climb a 
mountain. 

Whether you are here to stay or for just a few 
days, microTech is something unforgettable. 
There is so much to it that can’t be expressed on 
the pages of this magazine, I guess you will just 
have to come and see it…

TheSpaceCoder

New Babbage from Aspire Grand 11th floor 
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